In this paper, we introduce the ShopSign dataset, which is a newly developed natural scene text dataset of Chinese shop signs in street views. Although a few scene text datasets are already publicly available (e.g. ICDAR2015, COCO-Text), there are few images in these datasets that contain Chinese texts/characters. Hence, we collect and annotate the ShopSign dataset to advance research in Chinese scene text detection and recognition.
Introduction
Datasets, deep learning (DL) techniques and highperformance computing facilities are the three most important driving forces in today's new AI era. DL has also outperformed the conventional methods on scene text detection, which has received significant attention in the past decade. However, existing solutions all focus on English (Latin) language, and little effort has been invested in Chinese scene text detection and recognition (hereafter referred to as "Chinese Photo OCR"). This is not only because of the difficulty of Chinese text recognition owing to the complexity of the language and its huge number of classes / characters (the number of commonly used Chinese characters is 6,763, while English language only has 26 letters), but also due to the scarcity of large-scale well-annotated datasets of Chinese natural scene images, since deep learning based techniques are data-driven, data-eager.
In the literature, early approaches to scene text detection use "low-level" features to localize texts in natural scene images. Starting from 2012, growing effort has been devoted to the development of "high-level" deep learning based scene text detection approaches, which have shown significantly better performance than conventional methods. CTPN [15] and TextBoxes [9] are representative methods for horizontal text detection, while EAST [18] and TextBoxes++ [8] are recent solutions for multi-oriented text detection. However, most of these advances are towards scene text detection, and only until recent years, researchers have started investigating DL-based scene text recognition, where CRNN [12] and Sliding CNN [16] are representative solutions. Nevertheless, few methods have been designed towards Chinese scene text detection and recognition.
To advance research in Chinese Photo OCR, we present a diverse and challenging dataset of Chinese natural scene images, which consists of shop signs along the streets in China. This dataset is hereafter referred to as "ShopSign". It contains 25,770 images collected from more than 20 cities, using 50 different smart phones. These images exhibit a wide variety of scales, orientations, lighting conditions, layout and geo-spatial locations as well as class imbalance. Moreover, we characterize the difficulty of ShopSign by specifying 5 categories of "hard" images, which contain mirror, exposed, obscured, wooden, or deformed texts. The images in ShopSign have been manually annotated in "text-line-based" manner by 10 research assistants.
Upon ShopSign, we train and evaluate well-known deep network architectures (as baseline models) and report their text detection/recognition performance. We show and analyze the deficiency of existing deep-learning based Photo OCR solutions on ShopSign, and point out that Chinese OCR is a very difficult task and needs significantly more research effort. We hope the publicity of this large ShopSign dataset will spur new advances in Chinese scene text detection and recognition.
The main contributions of this work are summarized as follows:
1. We present ShopSign, which is a large-scale, diverse and difficult dataset of Chinese scene images for text detection and recognition.
2. We report results of several baseline methods on ShopSign, including EAST, TextBoxes++, and CTPN. Through cross-dataset experiments, we observe improved results on difficult detection/recognition cases with ShopSign.
Related Work
In this section, we introduce state-of-the-art algorithms in scene text detection and recognition. We will also present related datasets.
Scene Text Detection and Recognition
A scene text recognition system usually consists of two main components: scene text detector and recognizer. The former module localizes characters/texts in images in the form of bounding boxes, while the latter identifies texts (character sequences) from the cropped images inside the bounding boxes. But there are also a few attempts that aim to directly output the text in an "end-to-end" manner, i.e., seamlessly integrating scene text detection and recognition in a single neural network (procedure). However, we argue that it is not mandatory for scene text recognition systems to be "end-to-end", because in some cases the detected image patches in the bounding boxes predicted by scene text detectors may be too vague or tiny to be recognized. Yet the advantage of "end-to-end" approaches could be the internal feedback and the seamless interaction between the detection and recognition modules.
A. Scene Text Detection Most of the early DL-based approaches to scene text detection only support horizontal text detection.
In [11] , Shi et al. propose to detect texts with segments and links. They first detect a number of text parts, then predict the linking relationships between neighboring parts to form text bounding boxes.
CTPN [15] first detects text in sequences of fine-scale proposals, then recurrently connects these sequential proposals using BLSTM.
TextBoxes [9] was designed based on SSD; but it adopts long default boxes that have large aspect ratios (as well as vertical offsets), because texts tend to have larger aspect ratios than general objects. It only supports the detection of horizontal (vertical) texts in the beginning, later on, the same authors propose TextBoxes++ [8] to support multioriented scene text detection.
TextBoxes++ improves upon TextBoxes by replacing the rectangular box representation in conventional object detector by a quadrilateral representation. Moreover, the authors adopt a few long convolutional kernels to enable long but narrow receptive fields. It directly outputs word bounding boxes at multiple layers by jointly predicting text presence and coordinate offsets to anchor boxes.
EAST [18] is a U-shape fully convolutional network for detecting multi-oriented texts, it uses the PVANet to speed up the computation.
B. Scene Text Recognition
In [12] , Shi et al. propose to use CNN and RNN to model image features and Connectionist Temporal Classification (CTC) [4] to transcript the feature sequences into texts. In [13] , Shi et al. recognize scene text via attention based sequence-to-sequence model.
In [16] , Yin et al. propose the sliding convolutional character model, in which a sliding window is used to transform a text-line image into sequential character-size crops. Then for each crop (of character-size, e.g. 32*40), they extract deep features using convolutional neural networks and make predictions. These outputs from the sequential sliding windows are finally decoded with CTC. Sliding CNN can avoid the gradient vanishing/exploding in training RNN-LSTM based models.
C. End-to-End Frameworks In [7, 2] , two end-to-end methods were proposed to localize and recognize text in a unified network, but they require relatively complex training procedures.
In [10] , the authors design an end-to-end framework which is able to detect and recognize arbitrary-shape (horizontal, oriented, and curved) scene texts.
Short Summary. It is noticeable that, most state-of-theart approaches for scene text detection and recognition focus on English language, but very little effort has been put into Chinese scene text recognition.
Related Datasets (English, Chinese)
For English scene text detection, ICDAR2013, IC-DAR2015 [6] , COCO-Text [3] are well-known real-world datasets, while SynthText [5] is a commonly used synthetic English scene text dataset. The training sets of IC-DAR2013 and ICDAR2015 are rather small, which are 229 and 1,000, respectively. COCO-Text has 43,686 training images (yet the annotations of some images are not very accurate), whereas SynthText has 800,000 images with 8 Million synthetic cropped image patches.
For Chinese scene text detection and recognition, the three most related datasets to ours are RCTW [14] , CTW [17] and ICPR 2018 MTWI challenge dataset [1] , all of them were lately released (i.e., in 2017 and 2018).
RCTW (a.k.a.CTW-12k) is an ICDAR-2017 competition dataset for scene text detection and recognition. It has 12,263 annotated images, in which 8,034 images are used as training data. Most images in RCTW were captured using smart phone cameras; but it also includes screen-shot images from computers and smart phones, so these images are "born-digital". The texts in the images of RCTW were annotated at the level of text lines using quadrilaterals to enable multi-oriented scene text detection.
CTW is a large dataset of Tecent street view images in China. It has 32,285 natural images with 1,018,402 Chinese characters, which is much larger than previous datasets including RCTW. All the natural images in CTW have the same resolution of 2048*2048 and all the street view images were captured at fixed intervals (10 to 20 meters). Moreover, if two successive images have 70% overlap, either of them was removed. For each Chinese character in a natural scene image, they annotate its underlying character, its bounding box, and 6 attributes to indicate whether it is occluded, background complex or not, distorted or not, 3D raised or not, wordart or not, and handwritten or not, respectively. The CTW images were annotated in crowd-sourcing manner by a third-party image annotation company, yet characters in English and other languages were not annotated. Finally, CTW has 3,850 unique Chinese characters (categories), 13.2% of the character instances are occluded, 28.0% have complex background, 26.0% are distorted, and 26.9% are 3D raised text. The authors argue that the majority of the 3,850 character categories are rarely-used and many of them have very few samples in the training data (imbalanceness), so they only consider the recognition performance of the top 1000 frequent characters in their benchmark experiments.
Discussion. DL-based methods are data-driven, they need to consume huge amount of data (images) to achieve good recognition performance. Therefore, a fundamental question for DL-based Chinese Photo OCR is: how many Chinese images do the DL-based methods need to achieve high recognition accuracy on the Chinese characters? English language has only 26 letters, but it needs SynthText which has 800,000 synthetic images to achieve good English text recognition accuracy (around 80%). While there are 6,763 commonly used Chinese characters, then the DLbased Chinese OCR methods need 200 Million images with Chinese texts to reach the same recognition accuracy as DLbased English photo OCR approaches? Due to the difficulty of collecting/annotating such huge number of photos, researchers need to investigate how to artificially generate photos with Chinese sentences. Another simpler solution is to use tools such as [5] to generate the synthetic Chinese scene images. Indeed, different methods for generating synthetic scene images with Chinese texts/characters should be jointly adopted to enhance the diversity, complexity and difficulty of the generated Chinese scene images. Moreover, semi-supervised approaches can also be helpful, to fully utilize the limited annotated images and the vast amount of unannotated ones, especially Web images from the Internet.
The ShopSign Dataset

Dataset Collection and Annotation
In developed countries such as USA, Italy and France, there are very limited number of characters in the shop signs, and the sizes of the shop signs are usually small. Moreover, the background of most shop signs in these countries are bare walls (whereas most Chinese shop signs use curtain/glass/wooden backgrounds). Owing to the differences in language, culture, history and the degree of development, the Chinese shop signs have distinctive features and high recognition difficulty. Even inside China, there is a big diversity in the materials and styles of the shop signs across different regions. For instance, in major cities such as Shanghai and in the downtown of many cities, the shops usually adopt fiber-reinforced plastic (FRP) and neon sign boards; but in the suburb or developing regions, economic wooden and outdoor inkjet and acrylic shop signs are very common. The styles of the shop signs also vary in different provinces, e.g., shop signs in Inner Mongolia and the northwestern Xinjiang provinces are significantly different from Shanghai.
Building a large-scale dataset of Chinese shop signs is a fundamental yet critical task that needs enormous manual collection and annotation effort. We asked help from 40 stu- dents from our institution to collect shop sign images in various cities/regions of China, including Shanghai, Beijing, Inner Mongolia, Xinjiang, Heilongjiang, Liaoning, Fujian (Xiamen) as well as several cities/towns in Henan Province (Zhengzhou, Kaifeng, Xinyang, and a few counties/towns in Shangqiu and Zhoukou cities), with a duration of over two years. A total of 50 different cameras and smart phones were used in the collection and many of the images carry GPS locations. After the collection of the images, two faculty members and ten graduate students were involved in the annotation of these images (in text-line manner using quadrilaterals), which took another three months. Finally, the ShopSign dataset we build contains 25,770 well annotated images of Chinese shop sign in street views. In Figure  1 , we showcase a few representative images in ShopSign.
Dataset Characteristics
In Table 1 , we present the basic statistics of ShopSign. It contains 25,770 Chinese natural scene images and 196,010 text-lines. The total number of unique Chinese characters is 4,072, with 626,280 occurrences in total. Overall, ShopSign has the following characteristics.
1. Large-scale. It contains both images with horizontal and multi-directional texts. It comprises more than 10,000 images with horizontal texts and over 10,000 images having multi-directional texts.
2. Night images. It includes near 4,000 night images (captured in the night). In these night images, the sign boards are very remarkable and the rest background areas are comparatively dark. Such night images rarely exist in other datasets.
3. Special categories of hard images. It consists of 5 special categories of hard images, which are mirror, wooden, deformed, exposed and obscure, as depicted in Figure 2 . Text detection and recognition over such hard images should be more challenging than ordinary natural scene images. Besides, it has 500 very difficult scene images, with complex layout or gloomy background, as we can observe from Figure 1 .
4. Sparsity and class imbalance. The number of unique characters with 500 or more occurrences is 333 (8.2% in ratio), but the sum occurrences of these characters occupies 64.7% of the total occurences of the characters in the dataset. In comparison, the ratio of characters with 100 or less occurrences is 74.7%, but their total number of occurrences is only 9.5% in the dataset. Furthermore, 537 characters only have 1 occurrence, and 1,687 characters (41.4% in ratio) have 10 or less occurrences. Hence, the distribution of the Chinese characters' occurence frequency in ShopSign is highly skewed.
5. Diversity. The dataset spans several provinces in China, from Beijing and Shanghai to northeastern and northwestern provinces in China, from downtown to developing regions. The photos were captured in different seasons of the year, using 50 different smart phones. The styles of the sign boards, their backgrounds and texts are also very diverse. In Table 2 , we make comparisons between our ShopSign dataset and the existing CTW dataset, which is the most relevant dataset to ours.
Dataset Split
The ShopSign dataset will be completely shared with the research community. We will not reserve the testing set but release it to the public. However, we suggest researchers to train and adjust parameters on the training set, and minimize the number of runs on the testing set.
First, we split ShopSign into training (Train1) and testing set (Test1), which contain 20,738 and 5,032 images, respectively. The testing set comprises 2,516 pairs of images, which were independently collected/annotated in a later period (by a different group of research assistants) than the training set. We collected the testing set in such a way that the real performance of state-of-the-art text detection algorithms is more authentically reflected. The pair images can also compare and reveal the ability of an algorithm in detecting horizontal and multi-oriented scene texts. Train1 and Test1 will also be used for assessing the performance of text recognition algorithms. The collection of cropped text-lines from Train1 (since they have annotations) will be used for training text recognition models, while the set of cropped text-lines from Test1 will be used for testing their recognition performance. It should be noted that, due to the large number of classes in ShopSign (with 4,072 unique characters) and the text-line based annotation manner, the data is very sparse and imbalanced (the class imbalance issue in the number of samples for different Chinese characters has been disccused above).
Second, for specific evaluation of text detection performance on the five "hard" categories of images, ShopSign is re-split into another training (Train2) and testing set (Test2). Test2 comprises half of the images from each of the five "hard" categories, whereas all the other images of ShopSign are used as the new training set, i.e., Train2.
In short, Train1 and Test1 are for evaluating both the text detection and recognition algorithms; whereas Train2 and Test2 are specially designed for assessing the performance of text detection algorithms on the five "hard" categories of images.
In view of the large-scale Chinese characters (i.e. 4,072 classes in our dataset), our ShopSign dataset is very sparse and imbalanced (as depicted in the above subsection). What is more, the text-line based annotation manner makes the data even more sparse and challenging.
Experiments
Having the ShopSign dataset at hand, we now proceed to illustrate how it helps improve Chinese scene text detection and recognition results.
Influence of language on text dection
For scene text detection, people only need to localize the areas of the candidate text lines (or areas), without recognizing the content (characters) of the texts. Furthermore, some text lines may be too tiny or vague so that they can only be detected as textual lines/areas but the texts (characters) are too unclear to be recognized. Hence, the intrinsic features of the images utilized by deep learning based scene text detection algorithms should be very different from those used by deep learning based text recognition algorithms.
Early research on scene text detection only focuses on English natural scene texts. But many researchers in this field often raise the following questions: do text detection models, trained on English natural scene images, perform well on the Chinese ones and vice versa? Does the performance of scene text detection algorithms differ between English natural scene images and the Chinese ones?
In order to investigate whether text language has a significant influence on the performance of scene text detection algorithms, in Table 3 , we first present the text detection results of the EAST and TextBoxes++ models trained on SynthText, on the test set of ShopSign (Test1). We see that these two models achieve very low recall and precision results on ShopSign; their recall rate are only 12%-15%. This demonstrates that the models trained by deep learning based scene text detection algorithms on the English natural scene images perform very poorly on the Chinese ones. Therefore, text language has a very significant influence on the performance of scene text detection algorithms.
Thus, for Chinese scene text detection, datasets with Chinese natural scene images are needed.
Baseline Experiments on ShopSign
We next report the performance of baseline text detection algorithms on ShopSign, using Train1 and Test1. In Table  3 , we report the prediction performance of the major text detection algorithms (using Train1 of ShopSign) on the test set (i.e., Test1) of ShopSign, which contains 2,516 pairs of images, with each pair of images containing both horizontal and multi-oriented images captured for the same shop sign(s). The pair images can more comprehensively evaluate the relative performance of scene text detection models, since the two images were shot for the same shop sign but from different perspectives (one frontal, the other leaning). We observe that, EAST achieves the best text detection performance on ShopSign, with a recall of 57.9%-58.4%. We also notice that CTPN obtains better text detection results 
CTW
Cross-dataset Text Detection Performance
We now compare the relative difficulty of ShopSign with RCTW/CTW/MTWI on scene text detection, using EAST, TextBoxes++ and CTPN. We choose the RCTW/CTW/MTWI datasets to do cross-dataset generalization because they are the only available scene text datasets that contain Chinese texts/characters.
Cross-dataset generalization is an evaluation for the generalization ability of a dataset. Because there are no officially released ground-truth (labels) for the test datasets of RCTW/CTW/MTWI, we use their official training data to train the corresponding text detection models, then test these models on test set (i.e., Test1) of ShopSign.
In Table 3 , we use three scene text detection algorithms to train models on RCTW/CTW/MTWI, then report their performance on the test set of ShopSign. We see that, text detection models trained on CTW and MTWI by all the three algorithms only obtain a recall of 16.1%-38% on ShopSign, which is very low. This indicates that, ShopSign is a more challenging Chinese natural scene image set than CTW and MTWI. We also see that, EAST trained on RCTW obtains the best recall result on ShopSign, which is between 50.5% and 53.2%, while the other two algorithms only have a recall below 44.2%.
In short, ShopSign is a more comprehensive and difficult Chinese natural scene text dataset than RCTW/CTW/MTWI. 
Specific Performance on the Hard Categories
To characterize the detection difficulty on the five "hard" categories of ShopSign, which are mirror, wooden, deformed, exposed and obscured, we report the specific text detection results on each category, using Train2 and Test2. In Table 4 , we first show the overall results of the three methods on each specific "hard" category of ShopSign. Without ShopSign, the three text detection algorithms again achieve low recall results on each" hard" category, but the performance difference from what we observe from Table 3 is not significant. This is because the results from Table 4 are image-level, they include all the text lines of the whole image that contains hard text lines (such as the text lines with mirrors). When ShopSign is combined with RCTW/CTW/MTWI, we observe very significant performance improvement. Therefore, ShopSign dataset improves the performance of the scene text detection algorithms on the "hard" examples.
To further check the performance of scene detection algorithms on the specific "hard" examples of ShopSign images, in Table 5 we pick the corresponding "hard" text lines from each "hard" image, and separately calculate their recall. That is, for each image that belongs to the "hard" category, we only measure the recall results of the specific hard text lines of the image.
From Table 5 , it is clear that the recall results of the scene text detection algorithms on the hard text lines of ShopSign is much lower than those reported in Table 3 . This shows that, the five specific "hard" examples of ShopSign are more challenging. Moreover, we see that TextBoxes++ is less influenced by the hard examples than EAST and CTPN. In particular, both EAST and CTPN perform poorly on the mirror and obscured images, with a recall under 41.2%, while the performance of CTPN also drops on the exposed scene text images.
Overall, the ShopSign dataset is useful in the detection of "hard" Chinese scene text images.
Conclusion and Future work
In this work, we present the ShopSign dataset, which is a diverse large-scale natural scene images with Chinese texts. We describe the properties of the dataset and carry out baseline experiments to show the challenges of this dataset. In future work, we will conduct experiments and report the performance of baseline text recognition algorithms on ShopSign. We will also show the corresponding difficulties of text recognition on the "hard" images of ShopSign.
Given the large number of Chinese characters, data sparsity is very common (even inevitable) in datasets of Chinese natural scene images, although the sizes of CTW and ShopSign are already very large. The text-line based annotation manner further increases the data sparsity, when we consider the combinations of Chinese characters in a sequence. Besides, the number of samples for different characters is also highly imbalanced. A large-scale synthetic dataset of scene images with Chinese texts is needed by the community, which may contain tens of millions of images. To this end, we are designing GAN (generative adversarial network) based techniques to generate such synthetic datasets.
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